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Helping advanced 
cancer patients 
get the right 
treatment with  
a simple  
blood draw

Guardant360®

Sample Test Result
(For illustrative purposes only)

How Do You Order  
Guardant360®? 

4.
The test report will be sent 
to your physician and to 
you directly.

5.
Your physician can use the 
information to select the most 
appropriate treatment.

The Guardant360 test is comprehensive 
genomic testing using circulating tumor DNA 
pieces found in the bloodstream called liquid 
biopsy. Genomic testing can help advanced 
stage cancer patients find treatment options. 

The test is marketed by Rhenium-Oncotest 
company, since 1998 Oncotest pioneered 
a concept for cancer precision diagnostic 
services, based on a network of laboratories 
around the world and by providing genomics 
platforms solutions for Israeli patients. 
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3.
The blood specimens will be 
sent to Guardant Health’s 
laboratory in the US.

1.
Ask your physician about placing 
an order for the Guardant360® 
kit or contact Oncotest team 
by phone *3180 or by e-mail: 
orders@oncotest.co.il

2.
Two tubes of blood  
(10ml each) will be drawn. 

For inquiries and placing  
an order for Guardant360  

please contact Oncotest team:
*3180   08-9556100 

 orders@oncotest.co.il   
www.oncotest.co.il



What is Guardant360®?

Why choose 
Guardant360®?   

The Guardant360® assay is Guardant Health’s 
breakthrough liquid biopsy for cancer patients 
with advanced solid tumors. This test is done using 
circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), which is produced 
when tumors shed small pieces of their genetic 
material into the bloodstream. Traces of this ctDNA 
can be detected in the blood using our digital 
sequencing technology. 

Over 70 clinically-relevant genes are examined in the 
Guardant360® test to identify genomic alterations 
within your cancer’s DNA. This helps your physician 
understand which alterations exist in your cancer 
without the complications and delays of a tissue 
biopsy. As a result, physicians are able to see the 
most current genomic profile of your tumor and 
recommend appropriate treatment.  

YES, if you are an:  
• Advanced stage cancer patient with a solid  

tumor, whose tissue biopsy is insufficient  
for genetic testing

• Advanced stage cancer patient who wants  
to identify targeted therapy options while  
avoiding an invasive repeat tissue biopsy

NO, if you have: 
• Early stage cancer
• A cancer that is stable or responding to therapy
• Blood cancer / hematologic malignancy

Ordered by over

6,000 
oncologists worldwide

Backed by over

1,000,000
clinical samples

Validated by over

100
peer-reviewed publications

Used by Leading 
Oncologists

Quick and Accurate 
• Turnaround time of approximately seven days for the 

blood test results upon receipt in the US laboratory, 
making quick treatment decisions a reality

• 98% agreement with tissue1 for the four FDA 
approved targetable alterations in non small cell 
lung cancer, making this a feasible alternative to 
pick up actionable tumor mutations missed during 
tissue biopsies

• Detects all four classes of genomic variations  
in 70+ genes most relevant to solid tumorsand 
microsatellite instability-high (MSI-high)

• Comprehensive testing for targeted therapy options  
at initial diagnosis and at disease progression2,3

Simple and Safe  
• Requires only two tubes of blood for testing  
 (10ml each)
• Non-invasive liquid biopsy for advanced  
 solid tumors
• Avoid the complications and delays of invasive  
 tissue biopsies
• A safer alternative to repeat tissue biopsies

Is Guardant360® 
right for you?    
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